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Crea-ng	directories	and	files	
•  mkdir	
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Crea-ng	directories	and	files	
•  touch	

–  if	file	does	not	exist,	creates	it	with	0	size	
–  if	file	exists,	update	its	modifica5on	5me	

Crea-ng	directories	and	files	
•  cat	

–  con”cat”enate	:	dumps	the	contents	of	a	file	
–  can	also	be	used	to	quickly	create	a	short	file	

Ctrl-D	=	EOF	
=	“End	Of	
File”	

type	this,	then	
Return,	then	
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Redirec-ng	input:				<	
•  command	<	file	

–  give	command	input	from	‘file’	
–  for	command,	input	comes	from	‘standard	input’,	‘stdin’	

	

–  for	flexible	commands,	it	is	not	quite	the	same	as	giving	a	file	on	the	
command	line	

Redirec-ng	input:				<	

•  command	<	file	
–  Files	and	stdin	generally	cannot	be	mixed	using	‘<‘	

	
	
–  command	line	files	can	be	more	flexible	
	
	
	
–  Some	commands	understand	the	filename	‘-’	to	mean	‘read	from	stdin’	

Here,	cat	first	reads	f,	then	
reads	stdin,	which	has	e	
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Redirec-ng	output:				>		and			>>	
•  command	>	file	

–  ‘standard	output,	‘stdout’,	for	command	goes	to	‘file’	

	

•  command	>>	file	
–  appends	stdout	from	command	to	‘file’	

Connec-ng	stdout	to	stdin	with	the	pipe:			|	

•  command1		|		command2	
–  stdout	of	command1	is	connected	to	stdin	of	command2	

	

	
•  ‘wc	-l’	counts	the	number	of	lines	in	stdin,	or	a	file	or	set	of	

files,	and	prints	the	result	to	stdout	
•  ‘wc’	counts	the	number	of	lines,	words	and	characters	

Swedish	Mac:	Alt-7	
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The	“other”	output:		standard	error,	‘stderr’	
•  Commands	which	use	pipes	or	redirect	stdout	may	s5ll	

produce	output	to	the	terminal:	

•  This	is	a	second	output	stream:	standard	error,	‘stderr’	
•  Not	all	tools	use	it	
•  To	capture	standard	error,	use	2>		(for	stdout,	1>	equals	>)	

PuFng	stderr	together	with	stdout	
•  Ohen	you	want	to	capture	all	output	from	a	command,	not	

just	stdout	or	stderr	
•  You	can	reassign	stderr	to	be	directed	to	stdout	(or	vice	versa)	

and	then	capture	the	combined	output	stream	

	 	 	 	command	>	file	2>&1	

–  when	direc5ng	output	to	a	file,	this	must	come	aher	‘>	file’	

•  When	piping	between	tools,	this	is	usually	not	a	good	idea	
because	downstream	tools	usually	expect	one	output	stream	
or	the	other,	but	not	both	

This	sends	both	stdout	and	stderr	through	the	pipe.	
For	this,	you	can	also	use	‘|&’	instead	of	‘2>&1	|’.	
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Shell	wildcards:		?	*	
•  Using	wildcards,	filenames	can	be	specified	using	expressions	
•  0,	1	or	more	than	1	filename	may	match	the	expression	
•  Bash	wildcards	are	similar	but	not	iden5cal	to	grep,	sed,	etc.	

	
•  ‘?’		matches	any	1	character	

•  ‘*’	matches	0	or	more	of	any	character	
Quote	to	match	literally:	

Shell	wildcards:	character	groups	with	[	]	-	^	
•  You	can	specify	character	groups	using	[	]	-	^	

	

	
Match	specific	character:		[a]		Two	characters:	[af]		Range:		[a-f]	
	
	
	
	
	

Anything	but	specific	characters:		[^a]			[^a-d]	
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Shell	wildcards:	groups	of	terms	using	{	,	}	
•  You	can	specify	term	groups	using	{	,	}		

	

	
There	must	be	at	least	two	terms:		{e,f}	
	
	

Terms	can	contain	wildcards:		{c,??}	
	
	
Using	terms	can	save	a	lot	of	typing:	
	

Man(ual)	pages	
•  Uncertain	about	a	command,	or	want	to	know	what	more	it	

can	do?	
•  Type	‘man	command’	

•  man	wc	
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Man	pipes	output	through	‘less’,	
press	SPACE	to	con5nue,	‘q’	at	any	
5me	to	quit,	and	‘h’	to	get	help	on	
searching,	etc.	

Finding	paWerns:	grep	
•  ‘grep’	is	a	very	useful	command	that	finds	paFerns	
•  PaFerns	can	be	literal	(‘My	name	is	Uppmax’)	or	can	be	

regular	expressions	(‘My	[a-z]\+	is	Uppmax’)	
•  Wildcards	are	regular	expressions	too,	but	in	grep	you	can	do	

a	lot	more	
–  many	tutorials	available	online	
–  same	syntax	is	also	used	in	‘sed’	and	‘awk’	and	(a	slight	variant)	‘perl’	
–  we	will	only	use	a	5ny	bit	of	what	is	available	
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How	many	sequences	in	a	sequence	file?	
•  Get	example	Fasta	and	FastQ	files	

•  Looking	at	their	formats...	

•  Lines	holding	Fasta	sequence	names	begin	with	‘>’	
•  ...	FastQ	...	begin	with	‘@’	

How	many	sequences:	name	lines	begin	with	>	or	@	

•  ‘at	beginning	of	line’	is	indicated	with	‘^’	
•  ‘at	end	of	line’	is	indicated	with	‘$’	
•  The	regular	expression	should	be	single-	or	double-quoted	so	

bash	does	not	become	confused	(we	will	be	using	‘>’	!)	

•  How	would	you	do	this	to	count	FastQ	reads?	
•  Can	you	think	of	another	way	to	count	FastQ	with	‘wc	-l’?	
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Extrac-ng	pieces	of	output	or	files	

•  What	if	we	want	just	the	sequence	names?	

•  ‘cut’	the	sequence	names	out	by	(c)olumn!	

Find	the	line	of	a	specific	sequence	
•  ‘grep	-n’	includes	line	(n)umbers	

•  for	all	matches	

	
•  Only	line	numbers?	‘cut’	a	(f)ield	using	a	(d)elimiter	

What	if	we	only	
want	the	line	
number	for	the	
last	sequence?	
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Some	differences	with	grep	paWerns	
•  ‘.’	means	any	character,	equivalent	to	‘?’	in	the	shell	
•  ‘*’	means	‘0	or	more	of	the	previous	character’	
•  ‘.*’	is	equivalent	to	‘*’	in	the	shell	
	
Some	grep	paFerns	can	be	specified	more	simply	by	providing	
the	–P	op5on	(‘grep	–P’	for	(P)erl	style	paFerns)	
•  ‘+’	means	‘1	or	more	of	the	previous	character’	(‘\+’	w/o	–P)	
•  Terms	are	easier,	too	

Other	grep	op-ons	
•  grep	-i			:	(i)gnore	case	in	expression	

•  grep	-v		:	in(v)ert	match,	lines	that	do	not	match	expression	

•  grep	-F		:	(F)ixed	expression,	ignore	wildcards	

•  grep	--color		:	use	color	in	output	
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Just	a	few	more	grep	op-ons	
•  grep	-c		:	only	print	a	(c)ount	of	the	matching	lines	

•  grep	-m		N		:	stop	output	aher	N	(m)atches	
	
•  grep	-H		:	include	the	filename		(default	with	>1	file)	

•  grep	-l,	-L			:	only	print	fi(l)enames	containing/(L)acking	match	

sorry,	no	
mnemonic	

The	last	grep	op-ons,	seriously	
•  grep	-B	N		:	include	N	lines	(B)efore	the	match	in	output	
•  grep	-A	N		:	include	N	lines	(A)her	the	match	in	output	

	
•  Just	the	sequence	of	that	read?		The	quality	string?		The	name	

of	the	next	read?	
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Bash	$(	…	)	
•  $(	<	file	)	replaces	the	whole	$(	…	)	with	the	contents	of	file	
•  $(command)	replaces	$(	…	)	with	the	output	of	command	

•  <(somecommand)	creates	a	temporary	file	containing	the	
output	of	somecommand	

	
•  Useful	for	crea5ng	temporary	files	that	don’t	use	extra	space	

–  for	example,	do	some	preliminary	processing	before	use,	such	as	sort:	
diff <(sort file1.txt) <(sort file2.txt)	

–  removing	blank	and	whitespace-only	lines	before	processing:	
somecommand <(grep –v '^\s*$' file.txt)	

–  decompressing	files	for	commands	that	don’t	handle	compressed	files	
	

  bwa mem ref.fa <(xzcat r1.fq.xz) <(xzcat r2.fq.xz) | ... 

Bash	<(	…	)	:	anonymous	named	pipe	
Also	called	process	
subs3tu3on	
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Augmen-ng	your	environment:		.bashrc	
•  Wherever	you	are,	save	your	posi5on	with	‘pushd	.’	and	cd	to	

your	home	directory.		See	the	directory	stack	with	‘dirs’	

	
•  Edit	the	‘.bashrc’	configura5on	file	with	nano,	add	the	line	
	
	

•  Move	back	to	previous	loca5on	with	‘popd’	

A	similar	line	may	already	
be	there,	check	first!	

•  the	5nyu5ls	module	provides	several	useful	tools	
•  search	for	module	versions	with	module	spider	

•  load	the	module	with	module	load	

	

Load	an	UPPMAX	module	with	some	tools	
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How	long	are	my	fasta	sequences?	
•  Use	the	‘fastalength’	tool	from	the	exonerate	module	

–  module	load	bioinfo-tools	
–  module	load	exonerate	

What	is	the	total	length?	Mean?	Median?	
•  That’s	what	5nyu5ls	are	for	
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What	is	the	length	distribu-on	of	my	reads?	
•  With	a	bit	of	awk	(or	the	len	5nyu5l)	to	get	lengths	of	lines	

Using	‘find’	to	search	a	directory	tree	
•  find	loca3on	list-of-file-a9ributes	op3onal-ac3ons	

	
•  Other	op5ons	for	size,	ownership,	modifica5on	5mes,	etc.	
•  See	the	(long)	man	page	and	online	tutorials	for	more	

Most	wildcards	work,	use	within	quotes	

The	–iname	op5on	is	case-insensi5ve	
and	–ls	runs	‘ls –l’	on	each	file	

Look	for	specific	type	of	file	

Run	commands	on	found	files	
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Create	symbolic	links	to	clear	things	up	
•  Use	‘ln	-s’	...	do	not	forget	the	‘-s’	!	
•  Symbolic	links	indicate	the	loca5on	of	another	file/directory	

‘Hard	links’	(ln	without	-s)	are	rarely	necessary	
•  Hard	links	are	truly	another	name	for	the	same	file		
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Manipula-ng	names	in	bash	
•  name=value	assigns	value	to	name	
•  $name	and	${name}	produce	the	value	of	name	
•  ${name}	can	be	useful	in	some	contexts	

–  ${name}_suffix	prefixes	the	value	of	name	to	‘_suffix’	
–  $name_suffix	looks	in	name_suffix	for	a	value	

•  ${name%paWern}	removes	paWern	from	end	of	name	
–  F=file.fa;	echo	${F%.fa}			produces	‘file’	
–  F=f.file.fa;	echo	${F%%.*}	produces	‘f’	

•  ${name#paWern}	removes	paWern	from	beginning	of	name	
–  F=/home/douglas/file.fa;	echo	${F#*/}		produces	‘home/douglas/file.fa’	
–  F=/home/douglas/file.fa;	echo	${F##*/}		produces	‘file.fa’	

•  How	might	one	get	just	the	directory	part?	
	

Manipula-ng	names	in	bash	
•  Save	a	result	to	a	filename	with	a	modified	suffix	

	
•  basename	and	dirname	can	also	be	helpful	to	get	filenames	

and	directory	names	

•  ‘man	basename’	and	‘man	dirname’	
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File	conversions	
•  Mac,	Windows	and	Linux	text	files	use	different	line	endings	

–  Linux:	Linefeed	
–  Mac:	Carriage-return	
–  Windows:	Carriage-return	+	Linefeed	


